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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This IDC study provides business and technology leaders with a plan for implementing an artificial 

intelligence (AI)–powered knowledge base for their organization. It defines AI-powered knowledge 

bases and why they are critical for businesses today, identifies key stakeholders, and walks readers 

through how to set up the project for success using a real-life example. 

"Workers struggle to find timely, relevant answers and solutions, even though they and their 

colleagues are creating more content and information every day," said Hayley Sutherland, senior 

research analyst for AI Software Platforms at IDC. "By using AI technologies such as machine learning 

and natural language processing to build an intelligent knowledge base, organizations can create a 

single source of truth and unified view of information and even begin to make new connections across 

their data."

WHY ARE AI-POWERED KNOWLEDGE BASES IMPORTANT?

Knowledge workers in every industry are simultaneously facing a deluge of data and a dearth of 

insights. The amount of productivity/embedded data (i.e., data from traditional enterprise hardware 

such as PCs and workstations; data from emails and texts on devices like smartphones and tablets; 

metadata; and embedded data from IoT systems and sensors) created annually is expected to grow at 

a CAGR of 40.3% from 2019 to 2024, reaching 41.4ZB by 2024 (see Worldwide Global DataSphere 
Forecast, 2020–2024: The COVID-19 Data Bump and the Future of Data Growth, IDC #US44797920, 

April 2020). Meanwhile, a recent IDC survey found that knowledge workers waste an average of nearly 

10 hours per week combined hunting through multiple content repositories and searching for, but not 

finding, information (see IDC Survey: AI-Enabled Enterprise Search 2019 Trends, IDC #US45900020, 

January 2020). Workers struggle to find timely, relevant answers and solutions, even though they and 

their colleagues are creating more content and information every day.

Clearly, the task of gathering, organizing, collating, and analyzing all this information across various

formats is too time consuming for humans alone. Equally clear is the need for a way to not only 

capture this store of enterprise knowledge but also organize and analyze that knowledge so that it can 

be delivered to the right worker in his/her moment of need. In the current climate, with most knowledge 

workers performing their jobs remotely, the ability to self-serve and quickly find actionable, relevant 

information is more critical than ever. The first step in building this capability is to create a single 

source and unified view of the truth. By using AI technologies such as machine learning (ML) and 

natural language processing (NLP) to build an intelligent knowledge base, organizations can begin to 

make connections across their data, enabling the delivery of insights and recommendations that can 

help save money, save time, or reduce risk. 

AI-powered knowledge bases work primarily by identifying entities — real-world people, places, things, 

actions, or concepts — and analyzing the relationships between them through natural language 

processing. Given sufficient data, this produces a semantic network of entities and dynamically 

weighted interconnections that, when triangulated with a user's query intent or current workflow, can 

be used to deliver relevant answers to complex questions or to suggest solutions to problems. 
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WHAT IS AN AI-POWERED KNOWLEDGE BASE?

An AI-powered knowledge base can be used to support a variety of enterprise functions. By bringing 

together disparate types of organizational content, from customer service records to shipping 

information to maintenance reports, it provides the foundation for use cases from intelligent enterprise 

search to question-answering chatbots to IT ticket support and even helps these kinds of systems work 

together. While a knowledge base can be thought of as the digital representation of an organization's 

existing knowledge — what an organization "knows it knows" — the infusion of artificial intelligence

technologies like ML and NLP can help uncover previously undiscovered or "hidden" knowledge and in 

some cases can even create new knowledge by analyzing the relationships between pieces of 

information. Figure 2 shows an example of an AI-powered knowledge base framework, which will be 

further explained in the section that follows.

FIGURE 2

Example AI-Powered Knowledge Base Framework

Source: Kyndi, 2020

Depending on the intended use, an intelligent knowledge base must first ingest data from internal 

sources such as core applications, wikis, and reports and/or external sources such as news feeds, 

social media, or government websites. As seen in Figure 2, this can be done via APIs and connectors, 

many of which are offered by intelligent knowledge base vendors and their partners. In some cases, 

connectors may need to be custom built. Having access to a broad set of input connectors is important 

to be able to collect information from a variety of organizational sources to build the knowledge base.

This is the first step in ensuring that new connections can be made, that new insights can be 
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discovered, and that those connections and insights can be examined and weighted in light of

relevance and contextual factors. 

During or after ingestion is when artificial intelligence technologies come into play to analyze and make 

sense of the data. Machine learning and natural language processing are some of the most important 

AI technologies used in this process; as briefly discussed previously, NLP is used to discover and

extract entities and analyze the relationships between people, places, companies, concepts, and 

actions. Machine learning — whether supervised, unsupervised, or semi-supervised — works to weight

the validity, relevance, and importance of those relationships or connections, as well as analyzing user 

behavior, to deliver more accurate, personalized, and contextually relevant results. In Figure 2, these 

kinds of AI-powered processes are represented by the four "Kyndi Engines."

Advanced forms of AI-powered knowledge bases include knowledge graphs (e.g., the Kyndi graph 

seen in Figure 2), a method of representing complex semantic relationships between a "network" of 

entities, actions, and/or concepts in a graph-like structure. This ability to discover new relationships 

between chunks of information allows for the creation of new knowledge in the form of predictions and 

recommendations. Looking ahead to future capabilities, forward-looking vendors and researchers are 

examining methods of answering "multihop" questions using a knowledge base (or in the case of this 

article, a knowledge base in the form of a text corpus) with a graph structure (see Dhingra,

Differentiable Reasoning over Text, May 2020). Multihop question answering requires a system to find, 

connect, and reason over multiple pieces of information from different sources, and while this is still a 

challenging problem even for most advanced AI-powered knowledge bases, IDC expects this will 

become a more common capability in the relatively near future. 

WHO ARE THE KEY STAKEHOLDERS?

 Line of business (LOB): Line-of-business managers leverage the core applications and drive 
the need for development of enterprise use cases. End users of the technology help develop 
requirements and ensure technology adoption, while LOB leaders can help secure funding 

and cultural buy-in.

 CIO/CTO/information architect/knowledge architect: IT and information management practice 

leaders validate the project, guide vendor selection, and may either guide or work with the 

vendor on IT implementation.

HOW CAN MY ORGANIZATION TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN AI-POWERED KNOWLEDGE 
BASE?

This section will help technology and business leaders understand how to set up an AI-powered 

knowledge base project for success, using the real-life example of Siemens, a global technology 

organization that stands for engineering excellence, innovation, quality, and reliability. Siemens 

worked with Kyndi in a proof of concept (POC) to build an AI-powered knowledge base to support 

Siemens' Competence Center for internal and external financial reporting. Kyndi's products use AI 

technologies like NLP and machine learning to extract information about entities and relationships from 

a variety of domain-specific texts. Kyndi's system uses this information to build an enterprise 

knowledge base that can provide insights and recommendations across a variety of use cases in 

government, pharmaceutical, and financial services industries.
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Phase 1: Prepare for Liftoff

As a first step, technology and business leaders must work to determine the best potential use cases 

to start with to show the value of an AI-powered knowledge base. This will be different for each 

company, dependent on factors such as cost, the type of data most important to the business, existing 

information architecture, pressing business needs, and privacy regulation compliance. Leaders should 

begin by ensuring an in-depth understanding of these factors and identifying several top use cases 

that are both feasible and valuable to the organization, prior to engaging in discussions with 

technology vendors. Ideally these will be use cases that can build upon one another, such as 

enterprise search and question-answering chatbots, allowing organizations to leverage and expand 

upon the initial test use case as they begin to see positive results.

Given the size and complexity of its operations, it comes as no surprise that Siemens deals with a vast 

trove of content, including field service reports that are each hundreds of pages long. In support of its 

organizational commitment to digital transformation, Siemens' long-term goal is to build an enterprise

platform to provide an IT service for a variety of semantic search use cases. However, this is a 

massive undertaking for any organization, and Siemens decided to start with a targeted POC. 

Based on its long-term goals, the team at Siemens determined that capabilities around autotagging 

and classification were of greatest importance and then worked to identify a use case that could test 

these capabilities in a measurable way while resolving an existing business problem. The use case 

they chose was the development of an intelligent chatbot to provide 24 x 7 assistance for its 

Competence Center for internal and external financial reporting, which receives a high volume of calls 

and inquiries from employees worldwide during monthly and annual closing efforts. Siemens identified 

that about 60% of all questions could be answered with information from its internal wiki, and it 

recognized this as a ripe opportunity for developing a self-service option to answer natural language 

questions, built on top of an AI-powered knowledge base. While the existing wiki had a keyword 

search feature, users were finding it challenging to sort through results and piece together information 

on their own, resulting in more calls to the CoE to get answers to their questions. By using Kyndi to 

build an AI-powered knowledge base from the wiki information together with a natural language Q&A 

interface in the form of a chatbot, Siemens aims to improve the speed and relevancy of knowledge

delivery, thus helping its workers be more productive during the closing process.

Once the top use cases are identified, it is important to loop in the intended end users of the 

technology, both to develop requirements and to secure cultural and (where applicable) financial buy-

in. The team at Siemens sought early feedback from internal customers in its central finance 

department, working cross-functionally to validate and jointly fund the POC with Kyndi. Involving these 

individuals early can not only help defray costs but also help ensure the right capabilities are 

developed while encouraging a sense of ownership over project outcomes and adoption of the 

technology by end users. This is also critical because many AI algorithms, particularly for use cases 

like intelligent search and self-service question answering, rely on usage data to continuously improve 

models and provide more relevant content. 

Phase 2: Start Your Engines

As any AI practitioner knows, the quality of algorithms, including models for autotagging and 

classification, can only be as good as the data they are trained on. Depending on your organization's 

existing information architecture and where you stand on your AI journey, the data you intend to use 

may already be "AI ready" — but more than likely it is a bit messy, particularly if the organization has 

been in business for a while or has a large number of departmental silos. This must be addressed 
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before a machine learning algorithm can make sense of the information and begin to provide relevant 

insights. Many vendors of AI-powered knowledge bases are also equipped to assist with this step and 

can work with you to determine what is needed.

For the Siemens POC, Kyndi deployed its Discovery Engine to ingest large batches of documents from 

Siemens' internal knowledge pool. As part of this process, Kyndi's system first cleanses the data, 

removing unnecessary noise and non-natural language with Kyndi's proprietary "Cognitive ETL"

technology. Once the data is cleansed, the Discovery Engine can begin to process it, using 

unsupervised machine learning to both extract and infer information about concepts, topics, entities, 

and relationships in order to build a knowledge base. The engine's output feeds a hosted 

UI/dashboard that shows the prominence and frequency of entity occurrence and highlights trends in 

topics and quantities of documents analyzed over time. Once an enterprise knowledge base is built, it 

is important to validate its accuracy with the real world. Tools like Kyndi's Discovery Engine dashboard 

can help users perform this kind of "gut check" in addition to providing quick access to insights about 

the knowledge base.

Phase 3: Learning to Fly

There are still a few steps that must be taken before an AI-powered knowledge base can be leveraged 

for use cases like enterprise search and question answering. To go beyond basic keyword queries, 

which can only search for matches to a specific keyword within the knowledge base, and advance to 

understanding complex concepts and natural language questions, semantic analysis must also be 

applied. Semantic analysis is an NLP technique that works to understand the meaning and context of 

natural language by analyzing text structure, allowing search and question-answering systems to both 

better understand user queries and derive answers from unstructured textual content. In the example 

of Siemens, Kyndi deployed its Relevance Engine, which builds on top of the Discovery Engine to 

understand a variety of concepts related to keywords and search terms. The result is a self-updating, 

semantically enriched, AI-powered knowledge base that can be used to answer natural language 

questions and provide decision support. Through the application of NLP, tools like Kyndi's Relevance 

Engine allow users to find the answers to specific questions, locate a particular phrase in a sea of 

documents, and drill down on initial results to find the most relevant information.

The results of the POC found the question-answering capabilities of the new AI-powered knowledge 

base built by Kyndi to be more accurate than those of the existing out-of-the-box, term-based search. 

Siemens is now internally spreading the idea and seeking to find other use cases to jointly fund the 

platform service for semantic search technologies.

ADVICE FOR TECHNOLOGY BUYERS

 Choose your initial use case carefully. If the impetus for this project is an existing business 
problem, examine the issue closely to make sure it is something that can and should be solved 
by building an AI-powered enterprise knowledge base. Check to make sure that results can be 

achieved and measured in a reasonable time period.

 Decide ahead of time exactly how you will measure results in a way that is meaningful to your 

specific business, and ensure your chosen vendor can accommodate this. For a use case 
focused on enabling self-service question answering, for example, you could put metrics 

around answer accuracy and/or call and email deflection.
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 Include stakeholders from different areas of the business, particularly those who will be end 
users of the technology, early in any POC or pilot. They will be critical to develop 

requirements, secure buy-in, and help fund the project. 

 Work cross-functionally across IT and LOB to determine what data sources will need to be 

integrated on the back end and what end-user functionality/capabilities are needed on the front 
end. These should be examined holistically as one can affect the other — for instance, 
achieving a unified view of the customer might mean plugging in data from shipping 

databases, CRM systems, and online review sites on the back end, pulled together into an 

easily digestible dashboard or visual representation on the front end. 
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